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THE EILENBERG-BORSUK DUALITY THEOREM 
BY 
J. M. AARTS AND T. NISIXIURA 1) 
(Communicated by Prof. J. DE GROOT at the meeting of September 25, 1971) 
1. In this note we prove the following duality theorem on extensions 
of mwps (i.e. continuous functions), which was first proved by EILENBERQ 
in the compact case ([5]). 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 <k <n. Suppose A is a closed set of a hereditarily 
normal space X with Ind X\A <n. Then for each map f : A + Sk, from 
A to the k-dimensional sphere, there exists a set E C X\A, E closed in 
X with Ind E< n - lc such that f can be extended over X\E. 
In [4] BORSUE proved this theorem under the assumption that the 
domain of f is a separable metric space and the range space is (k- l)- 
connected and locally (n- 1)-connected. AKASAKI [3] has given a proof 
for theorem 1 for general metric spaces using covering dimension. 
The special case k = n of theorem 1 is a well-known consequence of the 
property that Sn is an extensor for n-dimensional spaces i.e. for every 
closed subset C of a hereditarily normal space X with Ind X in and 
for every map f: C + 8% there exists an extension of f over X. It is 
surprising that this property remains valid and can be proved similarly 
if we pass from the strong inductive dimension, Ind, to the strong inductive 
dimension which neglects a class 9. See theorem 2. 
Theorem 3 is then obtained as an easy corollary of theorem 2 and 
theorem 1 above turns out to be a special case of theorem 3 (see section 2). 
The proof of theorem 2 is carried out in section 3. 
2. All spaces considered in this note are hereditarily normal. The boundary 
of a subset U of a space X will be denoted by B(U). 
Let $9 be a non-empty class of spaces. We assume that B is topologically 
closed i.e. Y E B whenever Y is homeomorphic to a member of 9. Further- 
more, throughout this note we assume that B is closed-monotone i.e. 
X E 9 and Y closed in X implies Y E 9. In particular P, E 9. It should 
be noticed that the following definition also holds without the assumption 
that B be closed-monotone. See [2] for more details. 
Following LELEK [7] we deIlne the strong inductive dimension, B-Id, 
which neglects 8, for every space X as follows: 
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(i) B-Ind X= - 1 if and only if X E 9, 
(ij) for each integer n > 0, 8Ind X< n provided that each closed subset 
of X has arbitrarily small neighborhoods U such that &Ind B(U) < 
gn-1. %Ind X=0, 1, 2, . . . . 00 are defined as usual. Similarly the 
small inductive dimension, 8-ind, which neglects 9, can be defined. 
Of course, the strong inductive dimension (9 = (0)) is the best explored 
dimension function of this type. Besides dimension, compactness degree, 
introduced by DE GROOT, is the first inductive invariant of this type [S]. 
The following example will be important later on. See section 4 for 
more examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let m be a natural number. Let B= {Xl Ind X <m}. 
Then P-Ind X = sup (Ind X - (m + l), - l} as can be shown by a simple 
inductive proof. (We agree that 00 - (m+ 1) = CO.) 
A subset E C X with E E 9’ is called a P-kernel of X (cf. [2]). The 
following theorem states that Sn is a “B-extensor for spaces with B-Ind 
X<n”. 
THEOREM 2. (n> 0) Let B-Ind X <n. Then for every closed set C of 
X and every map f of C into 8” there exists a closed S-kernel E of X 
with E C X\C such that f can be extended over X\E. 
The proof of theorem 2 will be given in section 3. 
Let C be a closed subset of a space X. The strong inductive B-dimnsion 
moddo C is defined by (cf. [S], definition 9-7) %Ind (X mod C) <n if 
for any closed subset P of X with F n C = 0 we have P-Ind F < n. 
THEOREM 3. (n> 0) Let C be a closed set of a space X. If P-Ind 
(X mod C) gn, then for every map f of C into Xn there exists a closed 
P-kernel E of X with E C X\C such that f can be extended over X\E. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Since Sn is an absolute neighborhood retract, 
there is an open set U of X containing C and an extension g off over U. 
We consider an open set V such that C C I’ C 7 C 77. X\V is a closed 
set which is disjoint from C. It follows that 8-Ind X\V<n. In view of 
theorem 2 the map glB( V) : B(V) -+ Sn has an extension h: (X\V)\E + S*, 
where E is a closed P-kernel of X with E C X\v. Letting 
f’(z) = g(x) for x E 7, 
f’(x) =h(x) for z E (X\V)\E 
we obtain the desired extension of f over X\E. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let 9=(X] Ind X<n-k- 1). If Ind Z<n, 
then 8-Ind 2~ k (cf. example 1). It follows that if Ind X\A <n, then 
8-Ind (X mod A) < k, since Ind is closed-monotone (i.e. Ind satisfies 
proposition 2 below). By virtue of theorem 3 there exists a closed B-kernel 
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E of X with EC X\A such that f can be extended over X\E. Now 
Ind E < n - k - 1 <n - k, which proves the theorem. 
3. In this section we shall give a proof of theorem 2. First we present 
without proof some propositions which can be proved by induction (see 
[2]). Recall the assumption that every class B be closed-monotone. 
PROPOSITION 1. If 9 C A!, then d-Ind < B-Ind. In particular, 8-Ind < 
<Ind for every class 9’. 
PROPOSITION 2. If P is a closed subset of X, then 8-Ind F < 8-Ind X. 
PROPOSITION 3. (n > 0) Let A be a subset of X with B-Ind A <n. 
Then for any disjoint closed sets F and G of X there exists an open set U 
such that F C U C X\G and B-Ind (B(U) n A) <n- 1. 
The following proposition can be easily deduced from proposition 3. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let B-Ind X <n. Then for every open collection 
(Ur]i=l, . . . . n+l} and closed collection {B’$=l, . . . . n+l} with Ft C Ut 
there exists an open collection {V+ = 1, . . ., n + l} such that B’g C Vr C 
C 7‘ C Ut and n {B(V#= 1, . . . . n+ 1) E 9. 
In the following proposition the (n+ l)-dimensional cube is denoted by 
In+1 = ((21, . . . , x,+1)1 1xrl-G 1, i=L . . . . n + 1). The boundary of In+1 in the 
Euclidean (n + 1)-space is denoted by 81. q= (0, . . ., 0). We are going to 
show that every map of a space X with 8-Ind X in into In+1 is in a 
sense unstable. 
PROPOSITION 5. (n> 0). Let SInd X<n and f : X -+ In+1 be a map. 
For every E > 0 there exist a closed S-kernel E of X and a map g : X\E + 
+ In+1 such that 
e(f(zh g@)) < E for every P E X\E, 
q + g(X\Eh and 
E C X\j-l(f+). 
Furthermore, g can be required to be equal to f on f-+S’n). 
PROOF. (cf. [9], proof of 111.1. A) Let 1((p) have the coordinates 
h(P), -*a* fn+dP) in In+l. There is no loss in assuming 1 > a> 0. We put 
JQ=izMPb4 
Gg=(Illf&~)< -e}, i= 1, .,., n+ 1. 
Since Fg C X\Gg and Fg and 4 are closed, by proposition 4 there exist 
open sets Vt, i=l, . . . . n+ 1 such that lpi C Vt C vf C X\G; and n {I?( Vt)I 
i= 1, . . . . n+l}ELY. 
Let E= n {Z3(Vt)li=l, . . . . n + l}. It is clear that E C X\U{F~ u Gil 
iE 1 , . . . . n+ 1) C X\/-l(S~). Also, n {B(Vt)\Eli= 1, . . . . n+ l)=@. Since 
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X\E is normal, in the subspace X\E there exist open sets Wr with rg\E C 
C Wg C X\Gr and (*) n {Wt\V&= 1, . . . . n+l}=@ We construct a map 
vt: X\E+ [ --a, E] such that @ly&)=O} C Wt\Vt, (IpIplt(p)=~)=Fc and 
(pI&p)= --E}=&. Defining gr by 
9dP) =/i(P), p E Fi u G 
D(P) = @:i(Ph p E X\(Fi u GO 
we obtain a map gi: X\E -+ I. 
Let g : X\E + In+1 be defined by g(p) = (gdp,), . .., gn+l(p,)). Then 
@(f(p), g(p)) < 2~=. In view of (*) we have g # g(X\E). That g can be 
required to be equal to f on f-i(Sfi) is proved in the same way as property 
111.2. A in [9] is proved. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Letf:C + Sn be given. Sn is regarded as the 
boundary of I ~+l. Since In+1 is an absolute retract f : C --f Sn has an 
extension g: X -+ P+l. In view of proposition 5 there exist a closed 
S-kernel E of X and a map g’ : X\E + In+1 such that E C X\g-l(Sn) C 
c X\C> !7 6 g’(X\E) and g’ is equal to g on g-i(Sn). Then, if z denotes 
the projection of 1n+l\{g} onto Sn from the origin, z.g’= X\E + Sn is 
an extension of f. 
4. Here we show how theorem 2 can be used to compute lower bounds 
for 8-Ind. However first we show that as a special case of theorem 2 
we have tbat Sn is an absolute neighborhood retract. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 9= {XIX is a (hereditarily normal) space}. Then 
4-Ind Z= - 1 for every space 2. Then theorem 2 is another way of 
saying that Sn is an absolute neighborhood retract. 
EXBMPLE 3. Let Z = (X 1 X is a-compact}. We shall show that x-Ind 
B x In = n, where B denotes the space of the irrational numbers. From 
proposition 1 it follows that x-Ind B x 1% Q n. Suppose Z-Ind B x In < 
<n- 1. Let ni and ~2 denote the natural projections of B x In onto B 
and In respectively. Sn-1 is regarded as the boundary of In. Let f denote 
the restriction of 522 to B x D-1. Then from theorem 2 it follows that 
there is a u-compact closed set E of B x In such that E C B x In\B x Sn-1 
and / has an extension g over B x In\E. Since m(E) is o-compact it follows 
that there is a point c E B such that {c} x P n E = CI. gl{c} x In : {c} x 
x In -+ Sn-1 can be regarded as the identity map on Sn-1. This is a 
contradiction. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let V= {XIX is topologically complete}. In the same way 
as in example 3 it can be shown that, if Q denotes the set of rational 
numbers, then V-Ind Q x In = n. Observe that if E is a closed subset of 
Q x In, then nljE is a closed map such that each point-inverse is compact 
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( =perfect map). So if E is complete, then m(E) is also complete. In [l] 
V-Ind Q x In has been computed in a totally different way. 
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